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cambridge, uk 7 december 2021 frontier developments plc (aim: fdev) announced today a brand new expansion for the
ultimate zoo simulation, planet zoo. players can discover the striking beauty of europe with planet zoo: europe pack,
arriving on steam on 14 december 2021 for a suggested retail price of 7.99 / $9.99 / 9.99. planet zoo: europe pack
introduces five amazing animals to the game. the snow-dwelling eurasian lynx; the alpine ibex, with its characteristic huge
horns; the european badger, who makes its home in underground burrows; the european fallow deer, instantly
recognisable by its chestnut coat; and the fire salamander exhibit animal, whose vibrant yellow markings will ward off
predators but are sure to dazzle guests. an array of winter scenery provides zookeepers with the perfect opportunity to
transform their zoos into mesmerising winter wonderlands for the festive season, and capture the charm of the continents
famous christmas markets. with over 250 pieces of spectacular scenery inspired by some of europes most idyllic
destinations, including france, italy, switzerland and the netherlands, zookeepers can delight their guests and get creative
juices flowing with a wide variety of dcor styles, lighting, and foliage. there is an on-going competition to be the first to
earn the world record for the longest time spent playing planet zoo. you can play in sandbox mode at any time and choose
your own world or challenge your friends to a world record attempt. once you have created your zoo, you can research and
breed to enhance your animals, help them to raise families, and nurture their habitats. playing with animals is a great way
to help them to grow, develop, and feel emotions. every animal has its own temperament, and not all animals are the
same.
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planet zoo may be a zoo sim but it won't be a straight forward, drag and drop, point and click experience. you will need to
gather resources, build, manage, feed, and provide for your animals. the game features a collection of animals and items
that are all unique, but there is some overlap. some animals have a unique set of behaviors and needs. for example, the
red panda cubs need to be kept in a particular order and be fed at a certain time, whereas the adults will eat whenever
they are hungry and are more independent. the game features a realistic behavior model. be prepared to make large

investments in your zoos, and plan ahead. the game features turn-based management. this means that each day will last
for several hours, and will feature one long game session. make sure to prepare for this. you will be spending many hours

planning your zoo, and you want to be sure you can come back to it later. planet zoo is a sandbox style game with an
interesting story and interesting characters. the animals have a wide range of behaviors that are all modeled after real life
species. you can spend time playing around with animals, watching their behaviors, and teaching them to perform certain

tricks, such as playing fetch with a ball. planet zoo is a beautiful looking game with incredible attention to detail. every
animal has a unique personality, and has its own set of behaviors. they will attempt to interact with each other and you
will have to make sure they can. you can observe and watch them to see if they are well-fed, if they are interacting with

other animals, if they are fighting, and more. 5ec8ef588b
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